The Marathon Scrapbook
ALL IT started with PONG. Well, a ripoff of PONG anyway.

It was 1991 and Alexander Seropian was in his basement apartment in Chicago's Hyde Park, cheerfully blowing off classes at the University of Chicago. Normally this quiet, intense young man would be too responsible to do this sort of thing, but this day was different. Alex had stumbled upon a resounding truth while chewing his Cheerios that morning, and his whole outlook on life changed in an instant.

"It is better to be The Man," Alex realized, "than to work for The Man."

Alex scribbled out a list of career options that would allow him to rapidly ascend to The Man-thing in comfort and style. "Starfleet Commander" was out; Alex needed a short-term solution. He also crossed out "Sultan of an Oil-Rich Country," although the idea of buxom wenches feeding him goat cheese and fanning him with peacock feathers was incredibly appealing. After crossing out "Jimmy Page circa 1970" he found himself left with a single choice: "Benevolent Dictator of a Computer-Game Empire."

Alex dropped his cereal bowl in the sink, jogged down to the campus bookstore and skulked up to the register with a copy of Think C. He returned home to his Macintosh, determined to do whatever was necessary to become a one-man wrecking crew in the software industry. He agonized over what he would name his company, finally settling on "Bungie" because it sounded fun.

His first shot at glory, GNOP!, fell somewhat short of the global-dominance mark. A black-and-white clone of the game that started the whole home videogaming industry back in 1972, GNOP! was enjoyable enough if you had an unquenchable nostalgia for the 'Good Old Days of Gaming,' but most people saw it for what it was: Pong, but backwards.

Alex distributed GNOP! as shareware via online services and the Internet. A handful of people sent in their shareware fees, and a few kind souls even took him up on his "Complete GNOP! Source Code for $15" offer. Encouraged, Alex set about writing his next project, Operation: Desert Storm.

O:DS was a more ambitious project than GNOP. Alex spent a lot of time researching modern tank warfare and wove a fair amount of detail into the game. Operation: Desert Storm was also the first boxed, shrinkwrapped Bungie product aimed at capturing shelf space. Packaged in Alex's apartment, on floppy disks swiped from Alex's summer internship at a megalithic software company, O:DS was an unknown property from an unknown company and had a hard time finding distribution. Alex still managed to sell about 2500 copies of the game.

Shortly thereafter, Alex met up with fellow University of Chicago student, Jason Jones, a talented 23-year-old programmer who had written a game called Minotaur: The Labyrinths of Crete.

Minotaur was a top-down tile-based fantasy game in the tradition of the early Ultima series, with one major difference: it had no single-player scenario. A proper game of Minotaur required two or more people playing over a network - a remarkable option at the time. Minotaur was little more than a dorm-room diversion in Jason's eyes, but after a few all-night Minotaur sessions, Alex realized it was a viable commodity and convinced Jason to publish Minotaur as a Bungie Software title.

Minotaur began shipping in the spring of 1992. Once again, finding distributors for the game proved nearly impossible. Alex and Jason, quickly tiring of their bean-burrito-and-tapwater diet, took a grassroots approach selling the game at trade shows and directly to the consumer. A handful of distributors eventually took an interest in the game, but sales once again topped out at the 2,500 mark.

(It's worth noting, purely as a point of contrast, that these days Bungie gives away about that number of copies of each new game to journalists and industry pundits.)
Bungie's first game, GNOP or pong spelled backwards. It was released as freeware in late 1990. Check out those amazing graphics!

Bungie's first commercial game, Operation: Desert Storm. Norman Schwarzkopf would be proud!

Minotaur, Bungie's second commercial game, made just enough dough for Alex to splurge on a brand new white Dodge Neon. According to Alex it "handles a lot better than a Testarossa."
JASON dropped by ALEX’s apartment fairly regularly to help shrinkwrap copies of Minotaur and
swipe some of Alexander’s food. On one of these visits, JASON brought up a new project, a 3D,
first-person-perspective, blast-fest with a handful of roleplaying elements tossed in. JASON called
it Pathways Into Darkness. ALEX, knew a good thing when he saw it, and the two became partners
to publish the title. JASON began to work on Pathways in earnest with the help of his friend Colin
Brent, who did the artwork. JASON coded by day on the Mac IIfx in his apartment; Colin would visit
in the evenings to work on the game’s graphics.

JASON wanted to create a compelling backstory for Pathways rather than simply dumping players in
a dungeon and instructing them to blast their way out. Numerous scenarios were written and
discarded until JASON came up with an alien race known as the Jjaro, and their ultimatum to
humanity: neutralize a Lovecraftian “alien god” buried in a pyramid or suffer a hideous fate at its
hands.

Pathways pushed the technological envelope farther than any previous Macintosh game, offering
real-time, three-dimensional texture mapping. “It’s the closest you can get to virtual reality without
a helmet” ran the advertising slogan, which is actually true if you ignore the fact that most
“virtual reality” experiences do not include encounters with lurching, pumpkin-colored obscenities
sporting tongues the size of a small dog. ALEX and JASON harbored modest hopes for Pathways;
they thought it might sell enough copies to allow them the luxury of eating real food again.
Pathways Into Darkness shipped in August 1993 and met with immediate critical and popular acclaim,
winning a trunkload of awards and establishing Bungie as a major entity in the Macintosh games
market.

The commercial success of Pathways allowed ALEX and JASON to move out of their Hyde Park
apartments to a real office in Chicago’s Pilsen neighborhood. (ALEX tried to retain that
“homegrown” atmosphere by picking an office without heat. “The Crack House” behind the building
provided Bungie with the name of their office fileserver.) More importantly, Bungie could now
afford to hire additional programmers and artists for their next project — whatever that might be.
RYAN Martell, halfway through a yearlong break from Duke University, signed on as a programmer
at the end of 1993 and began work with JASON on a new game, code-named Marathon. Marathon was
originally intended as a sequel to Pathways that addressed customer complaints about speed (not
enough) and challenge (far too much). JASON divided his time between Marathon and another 3D
project dubbed Mosaic. (All that is known about Mosaic is that it had nothing to do with the web
browser of the same name and that JASON is extremely reluctant to discuss it.)

Marathon started out as a series of coding experiments: JASON modified the Pathways engine to
make it faster and more structurally elegant, but concentrated the most on enhancing monster
intelligence. Bungie demoed this first alpha version, aptly titled Marathon Zero, at the San
Francisco Macworld Expo in January 1994. But as JASON recounts, the game barely made a ripple at
the show; many people dismissed the game as Pathways with minor cosmetic enhancements.

Determined to salvage the Marathon project, Bungie returned from the Macworld show, barricaded
themselves in their Pilsen office and went to work. JASON abandoned the Mosaic project and
devoted his full attention to Marathon. He and RYAN rewrote the game’s rendering engine from the
ground up. RYAN also began work on Vulcan, a Marathon map editor which is best described as all
the madness and misery in twenty lunatic asylums, distilled into a single Macintosh application.

In February, GREG Kirkpatrick joined the Bungie team. Several months earlier JASON had declared
that if Marathon was going to have a story, GREG would have to write it. GREG, who had recently
suffered a direct blow to the head from a washing machine, readily agreed. DOUG ZARTMAN joined
Bungie as their first paid employee in May. He started out doing tech support for Pathways but
found his role expanding into public relations in the same way that petty larceny eventually
Jason (pictured) and Alex move into new digs closer to downtown Chicago. Jason hopes the new digs will “impress” the chicks. Yea, right...

Jason putting Minotaur boxes together.

Jason (left) and Alex (right) at Macworld Expo San Francisco ’95.

The first version of Marathon was shown at Macworld San Francisco in January 1994. This version of Marathon was eventually canned because it looked too much like Pathways Into Darkness.
expands into grand theft auto. Colin Brent left for grad school. In their stead came Reginald, an artist with a flair for the moody and bizarre whose style ran toward that of the French comic artist Mœbius. The last member of the Marathon team, Alain Roy, joined in the summer. Alain wrote Marathon's Byzantine networking code and received a Quadra 660av as compensation.

The atmosphere around Bungie's Headquarters during Marathon's development stage was much like a commune (without the lofty goals, hash brownies and lack of running water). Everyone worked in a single open room, with the exception of Alex who won the right to a private office in a best-of-seven thumb wrestling tournament. This clustered setup allowed for key exchanges like the following:

"Hey Greg."
"What?"
"Your mom."
"Hey Jason."
"What?"
"No, YOUR mom."

A minute doing anything other than working on Marathon was considered a wasted minute, so activities like sleep and lunch were carefully kept to a minimum. More often than not, the group ended up eating at La Cocina, a small Mexican restaurant with the distinction of being the only eatery in existence. They occasionally grabbed canned food from a nearby liquor store as a treat.

The sheer amount of work to be done was daunting. Jason, Ryan and Alain spent long hours compiling and debugging new versions of the game engine and tweaking code for maximum performance. Ryan hacked away at Vulcan, valiantly trying to tame the beast he had unleashed. Alain made networking happen through sheer force of will. Reg created ALL the art: weapons, aliens, civilians, the player himself - not to mention all the textures used to add detail to the Marathon Universe. Alex had the task of finding or making sounds for every possible audio event in the game - aliens grunting, doors buzzing open, grenades whooshing through echoing metal corridors - as well as composing a number of original songs for Marathon's soundtrack. Greg had to conquer Vulcan long enough to make ten-odd levels for the single player game. The First Law of Vulcan, "Save Early and Often," gives some idea of Vulcan's penchant for dropping into a debugger or simply locking up the entire machine. It once crashed so hard that Greg's computer actually shut down.

Marathon would grow over the ensuing months to encompass 27 solo levels and 10 net levels. The Seropian-designed "You Don't Need to See My I.D." was a secret level, the title referred to the scene in Star Wars where Obi-Wan Kenobi uses a Jedi mind trick to breeze past a gaggle of stormtroopers.

Jason Jones and Greg Kirkpatrick created the bulk of the solo levels. Jason was responsible for the infamously tedious "Colony Ship For Sale, Cheap" level, along with such levels as "Bob-B-Q", "Habe Quiddam", and "Ingue Ferroque". Jason also created the aforementioned net level "Mars Needs Women", the second level ever built with Vulcan and the primary net game test map.

Greg had a fondness for creating maps with complicated overlapping areas. "G4 Sunbathing", the only vacuum level in the game, was one of these. "G4" attempted to convey an idea of what it would be like to explore the surface of a moon-sized colony ship. The name itself refers to what the player is doing while traversing the "courtyard" area of the station.
An early sketch by Reg of the security officer on board the Marathon.

By May of 1994, Marathon began to really take shape. Much of the interface and graphics were changed later on, including the compass on the top left, which was taken out of the game because it required too much horsepower (in those days the Power PC was still in its infancy).

Greg stuffing his face with Chicago-style stuffed pizza.
All but one of the bizarre Pfhor ship levels sprang from the mind of Reginald Dujour. Reg had a talent for making unorthodox maps as Jason explains:

"Reg did a great job setting up the geometry and creating a distinctive style for the ship, but Greg and I spent a lot of late nights saying things like "How did he connect all 39 polygons to the same line like that?...Reg's mind worked in a way totally unlike Ryan's, who created the original Vulcan, and Reg found bugs which we never could explain and are probably still in Forge today."

Apart from "You don't need to see my I.D.", Alex also created "Arena" (which was - surprise - the first shot at the "arena" concept) and a handful of others. An uncredited Tuncer Deniz designed the solo level "No Artificial Colors" and the net levels "What Goes Up, Must Come Down" and "Waldo World Arena" (originally titled "Arema" but bowdlerized by Greg Kirkpatrick to save America's youth).

Reg brought an astounding level of detail to his work. Having attended med school, he could extrapolate from his vast knowledge of anatomy to explain (for example) how a given alien's blood color resulted from the amount of zinc in its biological makeup. Reg explained his working method:

"Jason held a couple meetings in regards to what 'Marathon' was going to be about...the story, the characters, the basic feel of the game and the gameplay. Working from my notes, I did a few conceptual sketches of creatures and the player character. From there we agreed upon a test subject: a spider-like Pfhor. I drew the creature in five views (mirroring three more) with a walking animation in each of those views. Then we had to figure out the CLUT (the color palette the game would use), scan each image, import it into Photoshop and paint it, reduce it to size, reduce it to the appropriate CLUT, then import it into the editor, test the animation, see how it looked in a generic world and make whatever changes were necessary...it was an extremely long process, but I developed a kind of routine which sped it up."

Reg designed three aliens that didn’t make the cut for the final game: The Hound, the Armageddon Beast and a non-combatant alien crewman. The Hound moved quite fast but could not climb stairs and only had a melee attack. Hounds acted a lot like piranhas, guarding low spots on a map and wandering off when they couldn’t attack the player any longer. The Armageddon Beast sucked down damage like the Big Blue Meanie in Pathways and shot streams of highly damaging little pellets. Both were dropped because no levels had been planned where these monsters would conceivably be fun to fight. The alien crewmen were intended to be Pfhor counterparts of the human civilians on the Marathon: weaponless and unable to defend themselves in any way. A memory limit on the number of monster types per level forced Bungie to abandon them.

Bungie planned to include a defenseless civilian character running around the Marathon from the start; later in development, they decided to give Bob, as he was informally known, a chance to speak his simple mind. Alex decided that Pathways tech support was less important than adding some color to Marathon and dragged Doug into his office to record some test phrases for the Bob character. The tests went over well, and the now-classic phrases "They're Everywhere!" and "Thank God it's You!" became part of the Marathon experience.
The hound (left and above) and the Armegeddon Beast (below) never made it into the game due to level and time constraints.

Concept sketch of the Pfhor
Alex composed several original songs for use as background music during the game. The somber, ethereal music lent an eerie air to the dark corridors of the Marathon. Sadly, Alex’s rap version of Led Zeppelin’s “Moby Dick” did not appear on the soundtrack.

Marathon had started as a code-name, and Jason had every intent of changing it before the game shipped. “What the hell are we going to name the new game?” was the focus of an extended brainstorming session in a Chinese restaurant at Macworld SF earlier that year. “Pathways Into Uranus” was the favorite to win, but it was eventually rejected as too oblique. As time went on, the name Marathon seemed like a more appropriate choice for a game that was a grueling test of endurance and eventually the code-name became official.

Bungie formally announced Marathon to the world on July 25, 1994, in a press release titled “Marathon Takes Texture-Mapping Into Space.” This press release, coupled with an eye-catching preview in Tuncer Deniz’s Inside Mac Games magazine, served notice to the Macintosh gaming community that something big was in the works. A follow-up report from Tuncer on the comp.sys.mac.games newsgroup only served to stir up more interest. “I think people who go to Macworld are going to be amazed when they see it for the first time,” he wrote. “It’s NOTHING like the one they were showing at the last Macworld....”

Bungie unveiled the reworked Marathon at the Boston Macworld Expo in August ’95. The reaction was ecstatic. Dedicated gamers and curious passers-by clustered around Bungie’s tiny booth, vying for a chance to play. Macworld attendees were invited to pre-order the game at the show. “The game will ship in two weeks,” more than one attendee heard from earnest Bungie staffers. “We’re just waiting for the boxes.” Famous last words. Marathon didn’t ship in two weeks, nor in two months; indeed it was some four months before the game finally did ship.

So what happened? Alex Seropian explained: “There was never any intention to deceive anyone. The boxes were in production and there was every intention to ship in two weeks. But some changes were necessary to make the solo game enjoyable.” Put bluntly, the solo levels Bungie had designed to that point weren’t much fun to play. The cleanup process was a Pandora’s box: a fix for one problem inevitably caused three more. In the end, all the solo levels had to be redone.

Like Pathways Into Darkness, the story for Marathon was considered an integral part of the final product and was reworked several times during development. A very early plot involved getting rid of monstrous aliens on a hallowed-out asteroid colony near the planet Pluto. The hallowed-out asteroid became a hallowed-out Martian moon (Demios) and eventually became the colony ship U.E.S.C. Marathon. The ship’s destination: Tau Ceti - a popular interstellar pit stop judging from its frequent appearances in countless science-fiction stories.

In an early version of the Tau Ceti plot, the colonists found an alien artifact near the colony and ferried it back to the orbiting Marathon for further study, whereupon all hell broke loose. The player, a science officer sent to help research the artifact, would arrive to find the place swarming with aliens. The mysterious artifact was in fact a teleportation beacon belonging to the undiscovered amphibious natives of a nearby planet. Unable to penetrate the colony’s defense shield, the xenophobic aliens used the beacon as a Trojan horse to gain access to the colony ship. Their plan worked perfectly except for the fact that the first wave of shock troops found themselves buried in the Marathon’s science lab.

The idea of defending the Marathon from a horde of malicious natives was eventually rejected, primarily because the aliens were only defending their planet (an honorable motive) and the realization that an alien race with such a high level of technology would probably not be completely unknown to the colonists. In their place came the Pfhor, a race of alien slavers intent on capturing the colony ship and its inhabitants. Wiping out hordes of alien slavers on the decks
The boyz setting up the Bungie booth at Macworld Boston '94.

Doug, the voice of Bob, looking a little harried as he gets ready for the big Macworld show.

Bandana Jason, still trying to impress the ladies with a few good Marathon moves.
OF A CRIPPLED COLONY SHIP WAS DEEMED MORE ETHICALLY SATISFYING.


THE STORY OF THE GAME WASN’T THE ONLY ELEMENT TO UNDERGO NUMEROUS REVISIONS. THE GAME’S INTERFACE WENT THROUGH A NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. EARLY VERSIONS FEATURED AN ICON OF THE PLAYER’S BODY THAT SHOWED WHERE THE PLAYER HAD BEEN HIT; MARATHON’S FAMOUS MOTION-SENSOR EVOLVED OUT OF A MUCH SIMPLER DIRECTIONAL AID: A COMPASS.

AN EARLY BETA VERSION OF MARATHON LEAKED ONTO THE INTERNET IN OCTOBER. WITHIN DAYS THE NEWSGROUPS EXPLODED WITH DISCUSSION OF THE BETA. MOST OF THE TALK CENTERED ON THE LEGAL ISSUES FACING THOSE WHO DISTRIBUTED THE BETA AND WHETHER OR NOT THIS LEAK WOULD HURT BUNGIE’S SALES OF THE FINAL GAME.

BUNGIE TRACED THE LEAK TO A TEMP AT A LARGE ADVERTISING AGENCY WHICH HAD RECEIVED A BETA COPY IN ORDER TO TAKE SCREENSHOTS FOR AN APPLE COMPUTER AD. THE SUDDEN DISAPPEARANCE OF THIS INDIVIDUAL HAS NEVER BEEN CONCLUSIVELY TRACED TO ANYONE AT BUNGIE.

ABOUT A MONTH AFTER THE FIRST BETA LEAK, A SECOND MARATHON BETA APPEARED ON THE INTERNET, RIFE WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES - INCLUDING MUSIC. ALEX HAD TAKEN A NEW BETA TO A SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS’ CONVENTION, AND ONE OF THE ATTENDEES WAS SO TAKEN WITH THE GAME THAT HE BROKE INTO A LOCKED STORAGE CLOSET WHERE ALEX HAD SECURED HIS MACHINE, COPIED THE BETA AND UPLOADED IT TO THE NET. BUNGIE TOOK STEPS TO TRACK DOWN THE PERPETRATOR AND HEADS ROLLED ONCE AGAIN.

WHILE THE BETA LEAKS WERE UNPROFESSIONAL AND DENIED BUNGIE THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHEN TO RELEASE THEIR OWN GAME, IN RETROSPECT THEY DIDN’T REALLY DO ANY GREAT HARM (EXCEPT TO THE TWO POOR SUCKERS WHO LOST THEIR JOBS AS A RESULT). ALEX SEROPIAN REMARKED THAT THE REAL RESULT WAS PROBABLY POSITIVE: A LOT OF POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS WERE DYING TO HAVE A LOOK AT MARATHON AND THE BETAS PROVIDED THAT. THE ENDLESS DISCUSSION OF THE MARATHON BETAS FINALLY DIED DOWN ON NOVEMBER 23, WHEN BUNGIE FINALLY RELEASED THE OFFICIAL DEMO OF THE GAME. BUT THE THREE SHORT LEVELS OF THE DEMO ENDED FAR TOO QUICKLY FOR MOST, AND PEOPLE WERE LEFT TO WONDER IMPATIENTLY WHEN THE WHOLE THING WOULD BE AVAILABLE.

ONE OF MARATHON’S OUTSTANDING FEATURES WAS ITS NETWORK PLAY, WHICH IN FACT WON MARATHON A MACWORLD GAME HALL OF FAME AWARD FOR BEST NETWORK GAME OF 1995. SURPRISINGLY, NETWORKING WAS NOT PART OF MARATHON’S INITIAL DESIGN SPEC BUT WAS ADDED A FEW MONTHS INTO DEVELOPMENT. PROGRESS ON THE SOLO GAME SLOWED TO A CRAWL AS BUNGIE SPENT HOURS ENTHUSIASTICALLY “TESTING” THE NETWORK GAME. JASON JONES LATER ADMITTED THAT IF THEY HAD NOT ALL BEEN PLAYING THE NETWORK GAME SO MUCH MARATHON WOULD HAVE SHIPPED A MONTH EARLIER. ALTHOUGH PLAYING NET MARATHON CAUSED PRODUCTIVITY TO PLUMMET, THE TESTING RESULTED IN EXTENSIVE GAMEPLAY TWEAKING WHICH IMPROVED BOTH NETWORK AND SOLO PLAY.

MARATHON’S LAST POLYGON WAS FILLED AT 6:05 PM SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14TH. OVER THE PREVIOUS FOUR DAYS, THE BUNGIE TEAM HAD SLEPT LESS THAN TEN HOURS - THEIR LAST PUSH AFTER MONTHS OF 14-HOUR DAYS. BUT THE GAME WASN’T FINISHED YET: MANY DAYS OF PLAY-TESTING FOLLOWED. REG LIVED RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM BUNGIE’S OFFICES AND RECALLS SEEING HIS GIRLFRIEND WAVING OUT THE WINDOW OF HIS LOFT, “SIGNALLING ME TO COME HOME - OR ELSE” ON MORE THAN ONE OCCASION. ONE EVENING JASON DECREED THAT
no one could leave the building until he had played through the entire solo game twice. Alex and Reg were both halfway through the second game when they started to feel nauseated by the fast first-person motion and the rule was waived when Reg finally lost his lunch. This "Play-Till-You-Puke" policy, grotesque as it was, allowed Bungie to finally announce Marathon's impending release on Wednesday, December 21st.

The Bungie team, drained after the many months of effort, now had to deal with a shipping nightmare. Bungie had pre-sold some 25,000 copies of Marathon. A local Chicago firm had been contracted to handle the product assembly, but they could only finish 500-1000 units a day. Doug fielded hundreds of calls and e-mails from irate customers demanding the game they'd pre-ordered months ago. Alex fielded hourly phone calls from angry distributors who were openly furious over the production delays. Desperately trying to box up enough units to meet the demand, Alex marshalled the Bungie troops and drove over to a warehouse in the Chicago suburbs to help assemble boxes. In order to get the game to as many people as possible before Christmas, the first units shipped without boxes - four floppies and a manual shrinkwrapped together. It was somewhat ironic that the people who got the game first did not receive the very thing that was initially supposed to have delayed shipping back in August. Once they received the game, however, few customers felt the urge to complain. Most held in thrall by Marathon's intoxicating mix of action and mind-candy, were just happy to have the game at last.

The release of the full game brought a deluge of third-party add-ons and utilities. FTP sites everywhere were filled with Marathon map editors, physics model editors, shape editors, saved-game editors, and the byproducts of each. The game spawned its own newsgroup, a popular IRC channel, an e-zine, and an annoying tendency among Marathon fanatics to substitute the letters "pfh" when a simple "f" would do.

Bungie was out in force at the San Francisco Macworld Expo in January 1995. They had a killer game and wanted to show it off. Bungie's booth swarmed with eager customers, and the game sold out early in the show. Bungie held the first annual Marathon Mayhem Tournament at the show - Michael Garrison (aka Cybernator) walked away with first prize — a new Power Macintosh.

Bungie returned to Chicago flushed with success, happier than Sylvester Matuschka in the control room of Grand Central Station - a stark contrast to the despair which followed the previous year's SF Expo. The months of hard work had paid off; Marathon was a bonafide hit, which would go on to sell hundreds of thousands of copies and win a phenomenal number of awards.

Bungie took a few days to get their affairs in order after returning from San Francisco. Doug was far too busy talking to the press to double as Bungie's tech support office, so Matt Soell was hired to handle the phones and e-mail. Shortly after their return from the Macworld Expo, Bungie's offices were back in full swing - although the entire staff was curiously reluctant to talk about their future projects. One clue came at the end of an interview Tuncer Deniz conducted with Jason Jones for the Marathon Strategy Guide:

"Marathon's ending really does leave a lot of room for something else to happen. I don't know how many people noticed this, but the very last thing that happens to the player in Marathon is that he is teleported off the last level to where? Maybe someday we'll take advantage of this."
Bungie’s announcement of Marathon 2: Durandal on July 19th 1995, took Marathon fans by surprise. Most of them were anxiously awaiting the Marathon 20/10 Scenario Pack, a collection of levels and additional network options advertised on a flyer in the Marathon box. A number of people had also discovered a message from Jason buried in Marathon’s resource fork, promising a “network upgrade” with an extra weapon (the shotgun, if you must know). Few people guessed that a full sequel to Marathon was in the pipeline... especially since Jason Jones had once stated that he tended to dislike sequels because many only existed to milk an obvious cash cow. In hindsight though, the clues were there: Bungie staffers had occasionally bemoaned the absence of features that were not added to Marathon due to time constraints, and the story left many questions unanswered.

Marathon 2 arose out of the potential to improve on the original game and continue the story. Bungie’s press release made it clear that Marathon 2 would incorporate more than just a collection of new levels. The game would sport a new wide-screen graphics format, ambient sounds, new weapons, monsters, and textures, outdoor scenarios, underwater exploration and combat, complex lighting effects, and gun-packing Bobs with an expanded vocabulary. Marathon 2 would also further develop the storyline, explaining some of the first game’s unanswered questions while throwing more bizarre elements into the plot.

After much soul-searching, Bungie halted development of the Marathon 20/10 Scenario Pack. Doug Zartman relates how the decision was reached: “For a while we thought we could fit in a 20/10 pack and still get M2 out that year. It wasn’t very long before we decided that if we did the 20/10 pack, M2 might get slighted, the levels might not be as carefully designed and might not make it for ’95. M2 was the more exciting product and a higher priority, so 20/10 got canned. A couple of the maps intended for the 20/10 pack were retextured and refitted for M2.”

Macintosh clone-makers Power Computing announced that they would distribute a sneak preview of Marathon 2 on CD at the Boston Macworld Expo in August. Diehard Mac gamers made plans for a pilgrimage to Boston. Those that couldn’t make it joined a long waiting list hoping for a spare copy of “The Disc” once the show was over. Bungie announced that an official demo - which promised to be more representative of the full game than the Macworld preview version - would be released shortly after the Expo ended. Macworld came and went, but the demo did not appear, much to the frustration of Marathoners who hadn’t been able to obtain a copy of the Preview. Two months passed before Bungie completed and released the official demo.

The announcement of the sequel caused a flurry of activity on the Internet. Discussion of the new Marathon flooded the newsgroups. Within days, a few people claimed to have played the preview game; once again, someone leaked the game to the ‘Net. A collective Bungie scream echoed through the streets of Chicago.

While people busily discussed the leaked preview, Marathon fans online witnessed the quiet arrival of a web site which would radically alter people’s appreciation for the Marathon series. The Marathon’s Story page, a site maintained by Hamish Sinclair, went live on Sept 19th. The site focused on a somewhat neglected aspect of the game: the plot. In the nine months since Marathon’s release, sporadic plot discussions had taken place on the usual newsgroups, but most of these dealt with the popular “Is the player a cyborg?” question. Hamish Sinclair recognized this mystery as merely the tip of a much larger iceberg. Marathon’s plot contained more depth than possibly any game which had come before.

The story in Marathon 2 picked up where the first game left off. At the end of the first Marathon, Durandal teleports the player into a stasis chamber. Seventeen years later, Durandal releases the player on Lh’owon, the conquered S’pht homeworld. Durandal is determined to get his hands on a “space-folding” technology developed by the mysterious Jjaro. Certain that the secret of this
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Concept sketch of an enslaved Bob. He never made it into the game.

The Nar also never made it into the game.
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technology lies buried on Lh’owon, Durandal uses the player to wipe out the Pfhor who are standing in his way. An early plan called for Marathon 2 to end by dumping the player in the first level of Pathways Into Darkness, thus making the connection between the two games explicit. Plans changed, though, and the only remnant of this idea is a vague allusion to “an entirely different reality than the one of the starship Marathon” in the Marathon 2 manual.

A great deal of effort went into enriching the storyline. Consider the following excerpts from Rob McLees’ extensive history of the Nar, an alien race that the player never even encounters over the course of the game:

“The Nar sprang into being exactly one week after the Universe sprang into being. They are an ageless race of immortal beings who, in the four billion odd years of their existence, have yet to develop a written language. This tends to hinder their scientific endeavors as they speak entirely in metaphor.

“The entire Nar homeworld has been developed. That is to say that the entire surface of the planet has a three story building built on it. In other words, the Nar homeworld is encased in a three story structure that covers every square inch of the planet’s surface. On the lowest level (or “ground floor”) we have the Nar - the laborers and foot soldiers of the Nar. Living on the next level (or “mezzanine”) are the CNar - the artisans and artificers of the Nar. At the highest level (living proof that filth rises to the top of any medium) are the Cr’Nar and the CFN Kommandoes - the Cr’Nar are the “Ruling Elite” of the Nar (mostly managers or scientific research facilities and heads of huge industrial combines) and the CFN Kommandoes are Warriors and Leaders of distinction, though the CFN Kommandoes usually go up to “the Roof” to hone their Martial Arts and tend the sod.”

Once again, Jason Jones and Greg Kirkpatrick designed most of the maps for Marathon 2. Greg seemed determined to prove that mapmaking could be an art form when done properly, as in his map “The Hard Stuff Rules...” which consisted of no less than seven overlapping areas. But art has its price as Greg explains:

“This level was named for the fact that it was incredibly difficult to make. In fact it was a triumph of mind over computer. My machine crashed every 5 minutes while making it, and I had to move each point at least ten times to get to the underlying areas.”

Jason Jones finally put to the test the ghost of “Colony Ship For Sale, Cheap” with “All Roads Lead To Sol”, and “Begging For Mercy Makes Me Angry!” as well as the hauntingly atmospheric “Kill Your Television”. Tuncer Deniz, capitalizing on his success with the Marathon net level “Waldo World Arena”, went one better in Marathon 2 by creating “Thunderdome”, another classic ‘arena’ style net map, and a clutch of others.

Doug Zartman designed “Ex Cathedra”, the only solo level not created by either Jason or Greg. Doug explained the creation process:

“My only scenario level was partly inspired by the third-party Marathon map “Villa Banzai”. At E3, a Marathon fan suggested I
Artist Rob McLees slaving away on the Nar.

Mark Bernal, another Marathon 2 artist, was able to create intoxicating art by drinking plenty of Celebrator Bavarian Double Bock Beer.
CHECK OUT THIS MAP. I DID AND THOUGHT IT WAS GREAT—BEAUTIFUL REALIZATION OF WHAT WAS OBVIOUSLY AN ATTRACTIVE REAL-WORLD STRUCTURE. THOUGH I HAD DONE LEVELS BASED ON REAL-WORLD STRUCTURES BEFORE (I.E., MY HOUSE, THE OFFICE) I HAD NEVER THOUGHT OF DOING ONE BASED ON AN ARCHITECTURAL PLAN, MUCH LESS OF A BUILDING THAT WAS GOOD LOOKING. SO I SPENT SOME TIME LOOKING FOR PLANS, AND FOUND ONE OF A CATHEDRAL IN DURHAM, ENGLAND THAT LOOKED COOL, BUT EASY ENOUGH TO REPLICATE. I SPENT AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF TIME ON IT, ABOUT 4 FROM-THE-GROUND-UP REVISIONS, MAYBE 80 HOURS OVER A PERIOD OF 3 MONTHS (SINCE LEVEL DESIGN WASN'T MY JOB, IT WAS MOSTLY DONE AT HOME)."

Doug designed “Ex Cathedra” before swimming had been implemented in Marathon 2, which served to illustrate the perils of making content for an unfinished engine. Doug describes what happened:

“When I began this level, there was no swimming in the M2 engine and so the watery Grotto was filled with dead ends and traps, like underwater pits. To reach the key room that opened up the rest of the level, you had to make it past a series of jumps between ledges that you couldn’t see below the water—tricky stuff. Then swimming was enabled and suddenly the player could simply swim past the traps and tricks. There’s a secret door set in the wall of an underwater pit in the Grotto that was originally a big time-saver; after swimming, it was useless and I’m sure few people have found it.”

To make the game more realistic, Alex chose to use ambient sounds rather than background music. (As Alex remarked “How often do you find yourself running around a spaceship blasting aliens while the ship’s computer is playing music over the loudspeaker?”) Players went from the music-filled corridors of the colony ship Marathon to an alien world of thundering skies, howling winds and bubbling lava. The high quality 16-bit ambient sounds employed real-time stereo tracking to paint an aural picture of the environment.

Civilians became leaner and meaner in Marathon 2 as well. The once-hapless Bob had worked up the nerve to return fire and developed some witty repartee in his spare time. Doug Zartman once again supplied the vocals. Doug and Alex pared down a list of roughly 80 phrases (including “Hit the deck!”, “Had enough, tough guy?”, “It’s Miller time!”, and “Pull my finger!”), to the 36 which were included in the final game. Bob’s voice was a balance of nuance and extremity, prompting fans to wonder if Doug had been attacked with a pair of pliers during recording. Doug explains how he managed the wide vocal range:

“I can’t tell you exactly, but it has something to do with a vise and my gonads....I’ve had a lot of choral training and I used to sing backup vocals in a rock band, so I’m used to vocal performance. Also, we recorded multiple variations of each phrase; i.e., I did about 6 different versions of “Get me outta here!” at different pitches, volumes and stresses, some more funny, some more frightened, and we picked the one that fit best.”
Doug on a really bad hair day

Alex, with puke bowl in hand, after experiencing extreme motion sickness from playing way too much Marathon.

Ryan crossing out bugs on the official bug list (a Dominos pizza box top).
One of Bob’s more unusual lines, “Frog Blast the Vent Core!”, caused considerable controversy among fans. What was really said, and what did it mean? Doug explains how this arose:

“The idea was that some of the assimilated Bobs become insane from their conversion and run around yelling nonsense. Alex said to me “say something random”, and that phrase tumbled from my lips. Totally spontaneous. While I could have sat down and thought up something more random than that, it worked out well, since it sounds close enough to a real sentence that it kept people guessing and generated some fascinating (and totally wrong) discussion about what the phrase was and its meaning. One popular theory was “God bless the Marine Corps!”, which was a fair guess, but still wrong.”

The stunning chapter art in Marathon 2 was created by Craig Mullins, an industrial designer and illustrator. Craig first came to Bungie’s attention through his early Marathon paintings which were freely circulated on AOL and the Internet. Craig explained how these pictures led to his involvement with Marathon 2, and the creative process he used:

“I was approached by Bungie a few months before M2 came out and we discussed chapter screens, new sprites and textures etc. Alex sent me the chapter overview and I started mulling things over.

“I was initially leery of doing the chapter screens because time was very short for 10 images and other work that had been long planned was already in the works. My friend David Santiago twisted my arm to do them, so I agreed but they would not be as finished or well planned as I had hoped. Most of the M2 screens were done with no drawing and on the fly. Pour some paint out and rotate, distort, filter, hmmm, looks like a trooper in a nunnery…. Let’s go with that.

“I always liked to freely interpret the designs and situations in the game. I worried that the purists might not like that, but the Marathon universe is very large and so much takes place off-screen and is only hinted at in the terminal texts. I wanted to keep the feeling of expanding what was only suggested and go beyond what was already there. What, the marine with the Pfhor staff? Huh? Why not? So much was already done to try and get around the limiting factors of the games rendering engine. The terminal texts suggest that same variety that I hope my pictures do…It was enjoyable to start something and let it evolve and not know where it would end up. Too much of my commercial work is to spec anyway.”

Midway through Marathon 2’s development, Reg left Bungie. The game’s graphics subsequently received a radical overhaul at the hands of Bungie’s new artists Robert McLees and Mark Bernal. Rob re-designed the weaponry, making the motley assortment of guns and ammo look more functional and futuristic. He designed the famous dual shotguns (with their infamous “far too complicated to explain” method of reloading), answering the prayers of many Marathon fans. Rob also carried out some cosmetic surgery on the Pfhor, moving their third eye from what he describes as its “circus clown” position in Marathon to its more “enlightened” position in Marathon 2. This re-positioning
allowed him to give mouths to the Pfhor. Mark revamped and created a large portion of the
textures, making them not only useful individually but also as a unified group. (He managed to hide
his initials in one of the switch textures.) Mark also contributed a fair share of terminal art,
including a caricature of Jason, Greg and Rob as Bobs on the level “Come and Take Your Medicine.”

Rob wasn’t content to simply revise older aliens; he created several new ones as well. One such
creation was the “cyborg tank” with its Michael Jordanesque weaponry - the bouncing bomb. These
were originally conceived as surgically-altered Bobs, an “enemy” the player might feel bad about
killing. (Then again, some people like to kill Bobs.) Rob explains how the idea arose:

“Remember after you and Durandal hoofed it away from Tau Ceti,
the larger force of Pfhor show up and rain on everybody’s
parade. Being slavers they grab what they can and turn the rest
into sub-atomic salsa. Well I initially put forward the idea
that you might run across these loin cloth-wearing shackled
Bobs’s on one of the Pfhor ships (and at several locations
planetside), but no one would go for it... so then I came up
with the idea that the Pfhor have all this information on you
from tapping into the information stored in the “Pattern Buffer
Devices” that you dumped your “pattern” into all over the
Marathon. So the Pfhor have a bunch of schematics and all this
raw material but no experience this sort of advanced surgery and
only 17 years to “get it right”. So basically the “cyborg
tanks” are these unfortunate Bobs that have been “radically,
surgically altered” so that the Pfhor would have some hard guys
of their own waiting for you when you got to Lh’owon! Of course
none of this ever made it into the game.”

Rob also created the S’pht’Kr Defender, a sleek futuristic alien. The Defender only appears near
the end of the game, but as the fabled lost clan of the S’pht race, they play a major role in the
plot. Rob created the Defender in StudioPro; as an asymmetrical creature, every action it
performed (shooting, raising shields, crashing) had to be rendered separately from every angle -
about 40 renderings total. The result is one of the most visually exciting aliens in the game.

Like the first Marathon, there were a few elements that never made their way into the final game.
Chief among these were the Zombie Pfhor. Originally, these were Pfhor fighters that had been
mutated by the highly radioactive Lh’owon atmosphere. In a later version of the story these sadly
deformed creatures were victims of a biological weapon developed by the S’pht rescued in the first
game. Though close to being completed, the Zombies were dropped when someone pointed out that a
superintelligent race like the S’pht probably wouldn’t design a biological weapon that didn’t
actually kill its victims, but transformed them into shambling, bloodthirsty savages.

Preliminary art was also done for a jet pack, but the idea was canned when the Bungie team
realized that a player couldn’t realistically control the jetpack and hold a weapon at the same
time. Plans for a new alien weapon (which fired ordnance that exploded into dozens of damaging
fragments on impact) were scrapped due to time constraints. Also scrapped was a writhing vine
native to the S’pht homeworld, which flailed about at any moving thing in the vicinity.

Work on Marathon 2 progressed over a long hot summer and into the fall. Mindful of the problems
that ensued after they announced Marathon’s release date prematurely, Bungie took no chances
this time. No release dates were offered. Some took umbrage at this, but most fans applauded
Bungie’s decision to play their cards close to their collective chest.
Concept sketch of the Cyborg
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Concept sketch of the infected Pfhor. You guessed it, he also never made it into the game because the Elephant man's lawyers thought Bungie copied his “look and feel” a bit too closely.
Playtesting had become an almost constant process, occupying most of Bungie's time. Eventually Jason again issued an order that no one could go home without playing through the entire game. Over the course of the evening, someone stole Mark's hubcaps. Doug wussed out and stole away around 4 AM while nobody was looking. Matt was the last to finish, stubbornly plugging along until he finished the game at 9 AM. Having spent the twenty-four continuous hours staring intently at his monitor, Matt elected to take the rest of the day off and staggered downstairs to catch the first bus he could find.

A few days after this ordeal, Marathon 2 went "golden master." The team celebrated by eating a greasy breakfast at the Racine Cafe. It was agreed that, of the many lessons learned during the last nine months, the most important one was "Never eat at the Racine Cafe."

Marathon 2 shipped on November 24, 1995. The game consisted of 28 solo levels and 13 net levels. New network options included games like King of the Hill and Kill the Guy with the Ball. In addition, you could now play through the single-player scenario cooperatively with other network players.

The arrival of Marathon 2 revitalized third-party map-making. The online archives which had been set up to collate all things Marathon were flooded with new editors and new maps. Interest in Marathon had never been higher. Marathon 2 was outselling its predecessor. Ryan Martell graduated from Duke at the end of 1995 and returned to Bungie full-time to start work on the Windows 95 version of the game. Fans wondered what Bungie would come up with to top Marathon 2.

As it happened, Bungie was wondering the same thing. After returning from a triumphant Macworld SF in January of 1996, Bungie's programmers and artists secreted themselves away in The Lab, refusing to divulge the details of their work even to their coworkers (except for the occasional reference to "exploding soda machines"). Preliminary design was done for what was to be called Marathon 3, but this was abandoned after only a few weeks simply because everyone felt the urge to step out of the Marathon Universe and try something different. Jason began a brainstorming process which culminated in the development of a tactical wargame code-named Myth. As far as Bungie was concerned, the Marathon saga was over.
All together now, say “Computer Geeks!”

Heading home after a hard day's work.

Rob McLees' drawing of the Marathon player kicking some serious booty.
Marathon Infinity (originally code-named “Extensor”) happened only because Bungie wanted to release the tools they’d used to create the Marathon games. Of course, they couldn’t just sell a Marathon map editor (that would be boring) so they decided to throw a few additional levels in the mix. This idea was quickly dropped in favor of a tripartite package containing a new solo scenario, new netmaps, a map and physics editor, and a Marathon 2 Strategy Guide.

Responsibility for the solo scenario fell to Greg Kirkpatrick, who was moving to Brooklyn, NY to set up his own game company with longtime friend Chris Geisel. In late February, Greg found an apartment big enough to double as an office, incorporated the company and Double Aught was born.

Double Aught started off working with Eric Klein, Bungie’s licensing guru and third-party developer liaison. It became clear early on that everybody (Eric included) wanted to make something more than just a collection of levels - a scenario suffused with the eerie and perplexing plot twists that had set Marathon head and shoulders above the rest of the 3D shooters flooding the market. But because of time constraints, Infinity was initially limited to the same texture sets as in Marathon 2, meaning that the action of the game would necessarily be confined to the planet Lh’owon. Greg and Chris started fleshing out a story that would explore more of the Marathon universe but could still take place on the S’pht homeworld. Around this time Greg decided Double Aught would need some serious map making talents in order to finish all the solo levels they were planning and brought artist-hacker Randy Reddig into the Double Aught fold.

One thing that set Marathon Infinity apart from the previous games was the size and complexity of its solo maps. Infinity raised map-making to a new pinnacle with architectural masterpieces such as “Acme Station”, “Aye Mak Sigur” and “A Converted Church in Venice, Italy”. The game also contained some of the most bizarre levels in the entire series, including the Philip K. Dick-inspired “Electric Sheep” levels. Many of the solo levels were created “by committee” with Randy, Chris and Greg all lending a hand in their design and construction. The end result: a 25-level solo adventure laden with inspired map design, mind-numbing puzzles, and a storyline with a simply astounding level of metaphysical depth.

Infinity’s storyline defies simple description, relying as it does on multiple realities and alternate timelines. Early versions of the story included a side-trip to the world of Pathways Into Darkness (since it had been cut from Marathon 2) but this idea was eventually shelved for good. The Jjaro connection is certainly not glossed over, although it takes a keen mind to understand the storyline at first glance.

Bungie officially announced development of Marathon Infinity on February 22, 1996 at the Tokyo Macworld Expo. The title “Marathon Infinity” came from Doug Zartman, who postulated that the name of the game should convey the idea that the game was virtually limitless, since it endowed players with the ability to make their own maps and scenarios. Alex Seropian asked Doug to come up with a title for the scenario: “...something cool, like ‘Blood Tides of Lh’owon’.” Doug came up with dozens of names, but none of them were quite as evocative as “Blood Tides of Lh’owon,” so it stuck.

A few more outcasts and miscreants swelled Bungie’s ranks at the beginning of 1996. Tuncer Deniz stopped hanging out on the sidelines and officially joined Bungie as Production Manager. Eric Klein, busy with a number of other projects, passed Infinity’s reins to Tuncer. He spent the next six months nursing the product to fruition. Tuncer had long been associated with the Marathon series and was good friends with those at Bungie. His input into the Infinity project proved crucial to its development and ultimate success.

Jason Regier, a part-time game author, also joined Bungie in March and took on the onerous task of rewriting Vulcan for public release. Vulcan, though never shown outside Bungie’s own offices, had a reputation for being extremely user-unfriendly. Jason accepted this assignment despite having
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littke previous map making experience. Working with suggestions from Jonas and Tuncer, Jason came up with a comprehensive feature list and hacked away.

Bungie also commissioned Michael Hanson, creator of the third-party Physics Model editors for Marathon and Marathon 2, to write Anvil - a Physics, Shapes and Sounds editor for Infinity. They also commissioned Randall Shaw, one of the most talented third-party Marathon map-makers, to create a number of network levels and convert one level from each of the three Marathon games into a special "Vidmaster Challenge."

Double Aught spent a hectic summer working day and night to finish the maps and terminals. Desperate for additional hands, they hired David Longo to do terminal art work. David meshed perfectly with the rest of the Double Aught team; he could take a minimum of grunting, monosyllabic direction and distill from that what he needed to create breathtaking artwork. David also went on to create the Vacuum Bobbs and the ambient life forms that wander around many of the levels. Colin Kawakami and Beth Ulman provided additional terminal art.

Late in the summer of 1996, Tuncer slapped everyone into wakefulness and announced that enough time remained to create new textures and a new weapon. Double Aught were psyched even though they had no time to revise Infinity's story, at least the game would have a distinct look and feel. Randy revamped all the old texture sets over two caffeine-soaked days; Greg had to feed Randy large quantities of Arizona Ginsing Tea to bring him back to the land of the living. Chris also kicked him a little.) Back at Bungie HQ, Rob McEes added a new weapon, the KKV-7 Flechette, to the player's hi-tech arsenal. Alex and Doug recorded a slew of new Bob sounds (among the discarded ones were "Domu arigato, Mr. Roboto", "No, YOUR mom!", "Shoot to maim", "POCAHONTAS? I hardly know her!", "Where's the love?", and "That wasn't in the manual")

A hardened cadre of over fifty Marathon addicts set about beta-testing Infinity. Bungie had never used external beta-testers before, but Bungie's programmers and artists were working flat out on the Myth project and couldn't spare any time to test Infinity. To their credit, the beta tester did a fantastic job.

Upholding the tradition they had started with Marathon 2, Bungie made no mention of a release date for Infinity until the game was finished and sent off to the CD pressing plant. Murphy's law was in full effect; Infinity's production was plagued with problems, and Bungie worried that they might not meet their announced ship date. Thumbscrews were applied as necessary, and Marathon Infinity shipped as promised on October 15, 1996.

Public reaction was enthusiastic. Fans of the games heralded "Blood Tides of Lh'owon" as a return to the darker days of the first Marathon. Mapmakers embraced the power and versatility of Forge and Anvil.

And Bungie, satisfied at last that the Marathon saga had reached a fitting conclusion, closed the book on that chapter of their history.

And here we are, several years later. Marathon is an institution, a landmark among Mac games, a touchstone for Mac gamers. Bungie has sold hundreds of thousands of Marathon games, and those who have played them can testify to their staying power. But now, as Bungie prepares to leave the Marathon universe behind and sail into uncharted waters, one must wonder what their purpose is in gathering these three games together for one last assault on the public's senses. In an industry which constantly celebrates the Next Big Thing, why would Bungie return again to a game that has already achieved classic status? Perhaps it serves best as a time capsule, a reminder, a testament to what can be accomplished with tenacity and fierce creativity.
Tuncer - “Greg, where are those maps, we need to ship!”
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